
Writing Brilliant Briefs

Key ideas 

1. A brief is a contract it sets 
& holds all stakeholders to 
high standards

2. Tight briefs gets the best 
results, avoid loose thinking

3. Campaign objectives flow 
from clear business and 
marketing objectives

4. Use the task map: what 
you want your target 
audience to think, feel & do

5. Single minded message 
needs to be supported by 
clear reasons to believe

Top Tips

1. Keep it simple, focused & single-
minded

2. Find the humanness within the brief

3. Bring your target audience to life, paint 
a picture, get into their heads and hone 
the key insight

4. Set SMART objectives
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Recommended reading

Winning Customer Centricity by Denyse 

Drummond-Dunn
In fifty short chapters (one for each week of the 
year), this book accompanies you on your journey 
to increased customer centricity. Practical and 
straightforward, an actionable guide on how to be 
a customer focused organisation and win 
customer's loyalty. 

@Econsultancy insightful and practical knowledge 
and insight on the marketing hot topics

@markritson Marketing professor and columnist. 
Insightful, down to earth

@MarketingWeekEd The leading UK magazine for 
marketing news, trends and opinion

@rshotton Lots of great stuff on behavioural science 
and advertising

@adcontrarian Old school advertising guy from the 
US. Not for the fainthearted

@mweigel Valuable insight from an incredible 
strategic planner

@marketoonist Brilliant, fun insightful cartoons on 
marketing

@davetrott Brilliant and refreshing, Dave Trott is a 
straight-talking creative guru



Creative Assessment and Feedback

Key ideas 

1. Understand why creativity 
is important for your 
marketing

2. Separate out the idea from 
the execution

3. Use dialogue & debate to 
really understand the idea

4. Take time and consolidate 
your feedback on ideas, 
always write it down

5. Be gardeners of creativity 
not the police

Top Tips

1. It is much harder to say yes than no 
(because so much is at stake)

2. Ideas are not born big, they are born 
tiny, brittle and easy to crush.

3. Judge the idea first don’t get stuck in 
execution

4. Use the Hand tool to assess ideas
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Recommended reading

The Anatomy of Humbug – how to think 

differently about advertising by Paul Feldwick
The Anatomy of Humbug deftly and entertainingly 

picks apart the historical roots of our common - and 

often contradictory - beliefs about advertising, in 

order to create space for a more flexible, creative 

and effective approach to this fascinating and 

complex field of human communication.

@Econsultancy insightful and practical knowledge 
and insight on the marketing hot topics

@markritson Marketing professor and columnist. 
Insightful, down to earth

@MarketingWeekEd The leading UK magazine for 
marketing news, trends and opinion

@rshotton Lots of great stuff on behavioural science 
and advertising

@adcontrarian Old school advertising guy from the 
US. Not for the fainthearted

@mweigel Valuable insight from an incredible 
strategic planner

@marketoonist Brilliant, fun insightful cartoons on 
marketing

@davetrott Brilliant and refreshing, Dave Trott is a 
straight-talking creative guru


